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T H E  

MA( AZINE OF 

[FIFTH SERIES.] 

No. 100. APRIL 1886. 

A N N A L S  

AND 

NATURAL HISTORY. 

X X V I I I . - - O n  Dr. Bertkau's Glass~fication of the Order 
Aranece, or Spiders. By Prof. T. TltORELL. 

IT is a well-known fact that a natural classification of the 
Spiders--which form the best studied~ the most numerous~ and 
perhaps the most interesting Order of the Class Arachnida-- 
is a problem i the solution of which offers very great difficulties, 
and that a generally adopted system of classification of these 
animals is therefore still a desideratum. Most of the older 
arachnologists, such as Liste 5 Clerek~ De Geer~ and~ at first 7 
even Latreille ~, based the distribution of the Spiders into higher 
groups, not on differences in their organization~ but on certain 
peculiarities in their habits~ especially on their mode of loco- 
motion and the form of their webs. Against this principle 
of classification the objection may be reasonably made that it 
is rather unseientifie~ not being founded on characteristics 
taken from the animals themselves ; it has nevertheless been 
maintained by some more recent authors as the basis of their 
classifications. I t  may at first sight appear difficult to under- 
stand the reason of thus adhering to a principle which in 
other departments of zoology is generally and justly abandoned, 
if ever made use of; but I think it may easily be explained 
by the fact that the differences in the form of the web and the 
mode of locomotion which the Spiders exhibit correspond~ upon 
the whol G with a peculiar " habitus " and with modifications 

* In Cuvier~ 'Lo R~gne Animal, distribu6 d'aprgs son Organisation~' 
iii. (1817). 

Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 5. Vol. xvii. 21 
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302 Prof. T. Thorell on Dr. BertT¢au's 

in the animals' structure, which, it is true, may sometimes 
be difficult sharply to define, but which, in general, make it 
easy to decide to which of the divisions, based on these differ- 
ences, a spider belongs, even when nothing is known of its 
habits. 

Concurrently with some classifications in which Spiders 
were grouped in two or more great divisions~ according to 
differences in their inner (Dufour) or outer (Walekenaer, 
]31ackwall, &c.) structure, several attempts were also made, at a 
ratherearl period, to combine the two principlesin question, the 

Y o • . . . .  

structural and the bwTog~cal, the principal stress being laid on 
the or qanizaKon, especially on the modifications of the externa{ 
parts,'the characters taken fi'om the animals' habits and webs 
being considered less important or auxiliary. Thus the old 
well-known biological groups were, in general, maintained, often 
even with the old denominations given to them by Latreille-- 
Orbitelm, ]n~equitel~e, &c. An important step in this direc- 
tion was made by Sundevall, who, in his " Svenska Spinal- 
lames Beskrifning"e (Description of the Swedish Spiders), 
gave a rather detailed exposition of the characteristics, taken 
from the external parts, which he considered to distinguish 
each of the seven " tribus " (Orbitelm, &c.) into which, with 
I~atreille, he divided the Spiders+,; the form of the web &c., 
he mentioned first at the end of the diagnoses of the different 
" tribus." In his ' Conspectus Arachnidum ' (1833) Sundevall 
retained, it is true, the same great groups, but he called 
them "families," and changed their names into Epeirides, 
Theridides, Drasside 6 &c. ; and thus escaped the accusa- 
tion of having regarded the form of the webs and the mode of 
locomotion, implied in the Latreillian names~ as the distin- 
guishing characters of the groups adopted. He was followed by 
Westring, who, in his admirable work ~Aranem Suecic~e,' 
characterized his " families " Epeiridve, Theridi&e, &c. still 
more sharply and more in detail than Sundevall had done. 
As, however, Sundevall and Westring were but insufficiently 
acquainted with extra-European spiders (Westring took into 
consideration only those found in Sweden)~ the characters of 
the groups adopted by these authors do not always hold good 
for the exotic forms, and are in many respects in need of 
enlargement and other modifications; but the method of 
characterization followed by them, and especially by West- 
ring, is no doubt still the right one, i. e. to give a detailed 
exposition of (at least) the external parts in each group, 

• K. ¥etenskal)S-.:kkademiens Ilandlingar f6r ~r 1829, pp. 199-203 
(lS3O). 

-~ The Territel~e of Latreille he called, however, "Theraphos~ (Walck.)." 
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Classification oft}re ~piders. 303 

noticing the exceptions from every character thus given,  so 
far as they are k n o w n ;  adding to this exposition such re- 
marks on the habits &c. of the animals as m ay  be of use in 
their determination or are of more general interest. 

I n  a work treating of the synonyms of a certain number  
of European Spiders ~: in which some definition of the genera 
adopted was necessary~ and where it also seemed desirable to 
have their systematic connection indicated, I have myself  
adopted, in the main, the classification of the aforesaid authors i 
but  as it had become necessary, from the progress of arach- 
nolozv in zeneral,  and especially fi'om the great number of 
new°g'enera and species discovered in later years, to resolve 
the seven great " famil ies"  or " tribus " into a number  of 
smaller groups (already at that time in part  called "famil ies  "), 
I readopted for those greater groups, each divided into a 
certain number  of families, the old Latreillian denominations, 
only with a few slight modifications (Orbitelari~e, Retitelari~e, 
Tubitelarim, &c.), and raised them to the dignity of Suborders t 
~ a  term instead of which I shall here use that  of Tribus. 
I further endeavoured to characterize the different suborders 
or tribus as far as was necessary for the classification of the 
E~tropean genera ; as to the exotic families and genera, I also 
tried to determine to which of the tribus adopted by me they 
probably belonged, without, however,  concealing fl'om myself  
that  " a by no means inconsiderable nmnber  of forms could 
not without  great uncertainty,  even if at all, be included 
under the hitherto received families and higher groups"~: ,  
and that  probably one or more new tribus would in the course 
of time be proposed§,  for instance by  dismemberment of the 

Thorell, "On European Spiders," I. (in Nova Aeta Reg. Soe. Sci. 
Upsal. set. 3, vol. vii. fasc. i. et ii., 1869 and 1870) ; [II.] ' Remarks on 
Synonyms of European Spiders ' (1870-1873). 

t Some years later (see [t'horell, "Description of the Aranese collected 
in Colorado in 1875 by A. S. Packard, jun., M.D.," in Bulletin of the 
U.S. Geological and Geographical Survey, vol. iii. no. 2, p. 477, 1877) 
I changed this word into the less significant term "Sections," it having 
been justly remarked (by Gerstacker)that the differences between the 
group's in question were not of sufficient weight to warraut for them the 
£ame Suborder. The term "Tribus" used by Latreille has, however, 
the priority, and is also preferable, in so far as it implies that the groups 
are nahtral, or formed of closely allied families and genera. 

$ Rein. on Syn. p. 596. 
§ In ~Die Arachniden Australiens,' p. 231, L. Koch has formed the 

Trihus (Suborder) Rttdilelariw for the genera Ce!(eMa or Thlaosoma and 
Cryt~tvthele ; I think, however, that these genera may be included under 
the Orbitelariee (see Rein. on Syn. p. 599). More recently DaM has 
formed the Tribus (Suborder)Plauite/arice for Pholcus, characterized by 
having only two air-sacs and no tubular tracheae (see F. DaM, "Analy- 
tische Bearbeitung der Spinnen Norddeutschlands~ mit einer anatomisch- 

21 e 
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304 Prof. T. Thorell on Dr. BertTcau's 

great and polymorphous tribus Tubitelari~e. But in spite of 
these and other shortcomings, the classification of the Spiders 
given in my work ~ On European Spiders' has~ with or with- 
out some slight modifications, been adopted by most living 
arachnologists. 

Very different from this classification, in which the primary 
groups of the Spiders are distinguished chiefly by means of 
characters taken from the totallty of their external parts~ and 
little notice is taken of their internal or anatomical structur% 
is a system of classification lately proposed by Dr. Philipp 
Bertkau* of Bonn;  for not only are the principal groups-in 
this system based on features which are more isolated and 
by most other authors considered to be of comparatively less 
importanc% but he also gives much attention to the internal 
bParts, and especially to the differences in the structure of the 

reatMng-organs~ thus approximating to the classification 
adopted by Dufour. But while DufourJ" and, at las b tbllow- 
ing him, Latreille+ + divided the Spiders into " Qaadrll)ul- 
mona~res " and "tNTulmonaS'es " ( Tetrapneumones~ Lat r ,  
and Dipneumones~ Latr.), on the ground of the different 
number~ four or tw% of their air-sacs or so-called lungs (lung- 
sacs, lung-books, lamellar traehem)~ they are by Bertkau 
divided into the two suborders Telrast[cta and Tristicta 7 the 
tbrmer with d~ur, the latter with Nzree breathing-holes (spi- 
racles~ stigmata). The q_'risticta are further divided into two 

roups~ Cribellata and Meromammillata~ of which the former g . . . .  
are provlded with the spinning-organs known under the names 
of cribellum (or inframammillary organ) and calamistru% 
the latter being devoid of these organs; the Meromammillata 
Bertkau divides into Perissonych% with three~ and Artionycha 
with two tarsal claws. All these different groups are divided 
into a certain number of " families/ '  in the characterization 
of which the structure of the organs of respiration and gene- 
ration plays in general an important part. To the biological 

des 
, "g_ ' . ' .  ).-- y " p "" 

.Pholcus (and Ctenium), see further on. 
* See especially his "Versuch einer natiirlichen Anordnung der Spinnen," 

in Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, xliv. i. pp. 351 et se~. (1878), and his 
treatise "Ueber das Cribellum und Calamistrum. Ein Beitrag zur tIis- 
tiologie, Biologic und Systematik der Spinnen," ibid. xlviii, i. pp. 316 et 
seq. (1882). 

"t" "Obseivations sur quelques Araehnides cluadripulmonaires." in An- 
nales ggn6rales des Sciences Physiques, vol. v. p. 26 (1820) It is know. 
that Dufour, b li ring that .Dysdera had four air-sacs, erroneously referre4 
that genus to his "Araignges quadripulmonaires." 

~; In his 'FamiIles Naturelles du R6gne Animal, &e.,' 1825. 
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ClassiSca~;o~ of  tl, e S2iders. 305 

characteristics a systematic value is~ on the contrary; but 
rarely attributed. 

I f  I undertake here to offer some critical remarks on Dr. 
Bertkau's now-mentioned views; I do so with great hesi- 
tation~ and because I have in vain waited for some person 
more competent than myself; or at least more versed in the 
anatomy of the Spiders; to undertake a review of Dr. Bertkau's 
works on the classification of this group of animals. These 
works (of which the most important; ~Versuch einer natiir- 
lichen Anordnung der Spinnen' e was published nearly eight 
years ago) are indeed worthy of the greatest attention; not 
only of every arachnologist; but of zoologists in general ; for 
besides being of great interest from a classificatory point of 
view; they are rich in new and important observations on the 
life-history and the anatomy of the animals on which they 
treat. Dr. Bertkau is, as is generally known; a most saga- 
cious and learned entomologist; he has; more especially in 
the field of arachnology; enriched his science not only with 
good works of a systematic~ descriptiv% and zoogeographical 
character; but also with many anatomical and biological dis- 
coveries of great importance ; it is~ for instanc% to Dr. Bertkau 
that we are indebted for our knowlege of the principal parts 
of the male organs of copulation in Spiders~ and of the functions 
of these parts, of which we had formerly only imperfect and 
erroneous notions. 

Before entering on the examination of Dr. Bertkau's spider- 
system I ought perhaps to try to give an answer to the criti- 
cisms which he has directed against the method now-a-days 
most generally adopted of classifying the animals in ques- 
tion; and especially against the classification adopted in 
my work tOn European Spiders.' That  this classification 
should; in many points; be modified and improved; and that 
some of Dr. Bertkau's criticisms are fully justified; I am~ 
however~ the first to acknowledge. 

The considerable progress which arachnology has made 
during the last quarter of aeentury must of course have exercised 
a modifying influence on the attempts at a natural classification 
of the animals before us ; bat it cannot well be said that this 
progress has made the solution of the problem more easy than 
it formerly was. The difficulties which here present them- 
selves depend; as Bertkau (A; p. 352) justly remarks, chiefly 
on the body of the spiders being (compared with that of in- 
sects and crustaceans; for instance) but little differentiated; or 

* In the following pages, when citing this ~ Versueh ' and the treatise 
'Ueber das Cribellum und Calamistrum ' (see above, p. 304~ footnote)~ I 
shall, for the sake of brevity~ call the former work A and the latter B. 
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306 Prof. T. Thorell on Dr. Bertkau's 

formed of but a small number of parts (segments, extremities, 
&e.), which parts, again~ show only slight variations in the 
different spiders; from this it follows that the entire group is~ 
upon the whole, of a highly uniibrm aspeet~ exhibiting but few 
important structural points on which to rely for a natural 
classification. 

Other difficulties arise fi'om the fact that most of the cha- 
racters generally found to be eonstan b and therefore of import- 
ance in the classification of these animals~ ~ay  yet val T most 
materially in one and the same group. The tarsal claws~ for 
instance, tile number of which (three or two) gives such 
good and reliable characters for many tribus and families~ 
may, however, within the same family, be sometimes tw% 
sometimes lhree; in a few genera (Palpimanus, Dasumia) 
some of the legs have, in the same animal: three, and the other 
legs only two tarsal claws. The distribution and the number 
of the eyes, which also often give sure ellaraeters both 
for tribus and families~ may nevertheless be very different 
within the same family or even the same genus (Nesticu 5 
Hadites). I t  might have been expected that, just as the 
presence and peculiar structure of the splnni~g-olNaratus is 
perhaps the most salient and most eharacteristiefeature through- 
out the whole Order of Spiders~ so the number and the shape of 
the sjoinners ought to offer reliable characteristics for the 
different higher and lower groups within the Order ; but even 
this is far fi'om being the eas% as I shall have occasion to 
remark filrther on. 

Add to this that the two sexes of one and the same species 
often differ from one another in the most important points~ 
and that the young specimens are often very unlike the adults~ 
and it must be admitted that it is not an easy task to draw 
up a natural classification of this order of animals. 

I f  (passing by~ for tile moment, the more special criticisms 
in Dr. Bertkau's works, viz. those which relate to tile families 
and gener% and which we shall take into consideration as 
suitable opportunities occur) we fix our attention on his ob- 
jections to dividing tile Spiders into the seven tribus Orbite- 
lariee, Retitelarim, Tubitelarim~ Territelarim~ Laterigrad% 
Citigradm, and Saltigradm~ these objections may perhaps be 
summarized as follows :--- 

1. A higher group~ suborder or tribus~ is natural only on 
the condition that all the families and genera included in it 
are more closely related to each other than to any genus or 
family of another suborder or tribus (B: p. 345). But in the 
system of classification in question there are genera whieh~ 
though belonging to one and the same family~ differ more 
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CIass~2~cat~on of tire Sp[ders. 307 

from each other than from genera belonging to another family~ 
nay, even another tribus (A, p. 353) ; and the aforesaid con- 
dition is only fulfilled, among the seven trims, by the Terri- 
telari~e, and approximately also by the Laterigradm and the 
Citigrad~e. The Orbitelari~e contain, as an alien element, the 
Uloborinm ; the Retitelari~e the genus Pachygnatha ; the Sal- 
tigradm the family Eresoi&e ; the Tubitelari~e are composed 
of the highly heterogeneous families Agalenoi&e, Filistatoidm, 
Dysderoidee~ and Drassoida~ (B~ pp. 335 and 336)~ arid 
form a receptacle into which all those forms have been 
thrown that could not find a place in the other tribus 
(B, p. 345). 

2. Of a natural system of classification it may be required 
that the groups regarded as coordinate (" gleichwerthig") 
should really have the same systematic value ; but this is not 
the case with the aforesaid tribus: the Territelarim~ for in- 
stance, correspond in value to all the other tribus taken 
together (B~ pp. 86 and 87). 

3. The characters employed to distinguish the different 
t r ims are partly (for instance, Orhitelarim and Retitelari~e) of 
a very subordinate natur% and even then liable to exeeptions~ 
partly not indicated at all or not given with sufficient sharp- 

f ~  * . 

hess (B, p. 334). Ihe  msuffielency of the tntherto received 
classification shows itself in the vacillating opinions as to the 
family in which various genera ought to be placed (A~ 
p. 353). 

4. The denominations 0rbitelari~e, Retitelari~e~ &e. are not 
systematic eategories~ but only names that indicate a biological 
peculiarity (B~ p. 336). 

Briefly~ then~ the t r ims adopted by me are ( ls t )nei ther  
natural, (2nd) nor of the same value, (3rd) nor distinguished 
by sufficiently important or distinctly expressed characters i 
and~ 4tt b their names are inappropriate. 

In so far as these criticisms are directed against the 
classification adopted in my work ~ On European Spiders~' it 
should first of all be borne in mind that it was not my in- 
tention in that work to give a complete characterization of the 
different tribus, but only to adduce, concerning those groups~ 
as much as appeared to b% at that period~ necessary and 
sufficient for the referring of a given family or genus to the 
tribus to which it was believed to belong ; it should further 
be observed that in that work the principal stress was laid on 
the European forms, the disentanglement of the synonyms of 
which was its chief object. It  was supposed that the cha- 
racters which had been given of the groups in question by other 
authors, and especially by Westring~ were known to the 
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308 Prof. T. Thorell on Dr.  Bertkau's  

readers of the work, and consequently that they would not 
find it difficult to refer an unknown spider (at least a European 
one) to its rcspective tribus. Only the most prominent and 
interesting forms of exotic spiders then known were mentioned, 
and an attempt was made to assign to the exclusively exotic 
families a place in the different tribus, so far as my restricted 
knowledge of the matter permitted me to do. And when I 
believed I had determined, in a way sufficient for my purpose~ 
the limits of the six higher tribus, I could, when coming to the 
lowest, the Tubitelaria~, which also is the most polymorphous 
and therefore most difficult to characterize in few words, re- 
strict myself to a negative characteristic~ viz. that of saying 
that all the spiders then known " which could not be classed 
under another tribus " belonged to the Tubitelari~e ~. In 
order to distinguish the Orbitelari~e from the Retitelari~e, only 
one character of the many given, i%r instance, by Westring, 
was~ it is true, adduced by me--tha% namely, which is taken 
from tile height of the clypeus compared with that of the area 
formed by the four central eyes~ a character which has its ex- 
ceptions (duly indicated) quite as well as all the other marks 
adduced by Westring~ including even that given by Bertkau as 
distinguishing his Epeirida~ from his r£heridida% viz. the pre- 
sence in the mandibles of the former group of a so-called 
basalspot (" Basalfleck"). That there should exist an isolated 
characteristic always and without exceptions sufficient for 
the limitation of all the different tribus: [ do not believe~ 
and never have believed. 

1. That some of the tribus~ as they have been understood in 
my above-named work, contain elements that ought to be 
removed from them, I hasten to admit ; and it is in the first 
place Dr. Bertkau's merit to have assigned to those alien 
elements a better place in the system. Thus I unhesitatingly 
admit that the Eresoi&e do not belong to the Saltigra&e, and 
that they probably have their true place in the vicinity of 
:Bertkau's Amaurobia&e~ and therelbre in the tribus Tubi- 
telarize (the Palpimanoida~ should probably also l~e classed 
under this tribus). I also agree with Dr. Bertkau that 
2Pach~/gnatha ought to be detached from the Retitelarize and 
united with the TetragnathoidseJ', within the tribus Orbi- 
telaria~. Both the Retitclaria~ and the Saltigrada3 may, I 
think~ after this elimination, be considered entirely natural 
groups~ at least as regards European forms. That not only 
the Territelaria~ but also the Laterigradm and the Citigradm 

* ' On Euro10ean. Spiders,' 1o. 109. 
t On this famdy see further on. 
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Class~eatlon of the SpideJ's. 309 

are good systematic units, even I)1". Bertkau himself would 
seem to admit. There remain thm~ to be discussed the Tubi- 
telarim and the Orbitelarim. As to the former of these tribus, 
Dr. Bertkau enunciates nearly the same opinion about its 
nucleus, the family Drassoid% as I had expressed about the 
tribus Tubitelarim in general, viz. that in their habitus and 
in their way of life the members of this family show a certain 
polymorphism and manifold points of contact (" Anklttnge ") 
with other families (A, p. 375 ; conf. Thor., On Europ. Spid. 
pp. 41 and 109). Just  as the family Drassoidm is a natural 
group notwithstanding its being looser and more poly- 
morphous than most, if not all, other spider families, so the 
tribus to which the Drassoidm belong, and which is, as it 
were, an enlargement or amplification of that family, is, I 
think, a natural group, although it be less compact and more 
polymorphous than the other tribus. As to the Agalenoid% 
they are so nearly related with the Drassoidm, and show such 
gradual transitions to this latter family, that araehnologists 
have, in general, had recourse to the character (in this ease 
quite artificial) afforded by the different number of the tarsal 
claws, in order to be able to distinguish these two families; 
so that genera (Agroeca, for instance) which in all other re- 
spects closely agree with the Agalcnoidm have, on the strength 
of that character, been removed from this family and placed 
among the Drassoi&e. That the Dysderoidm (of which we 
shall speak more in detail further on) differ from the other 
Tubitelarim in a few important points and show some affinity 
with the Territelarim is true; but they are, at all events~ 
much more closely related to the typical Tubitelarim than to 
any other spiders. I f  the Tubitelarim should be resolved into 
two or more tribus, then the I)ysderoidm might, of course, be 
made to form a particular tribus, as might perhaps also be 
the case with the Filistatoidm ; I for my part prefer, however~ 
for the present not to increase the number of the tribus 
generally admitted, and think it is better to add the two 
above-named (and other) more or less aberrant families to 
those tribus within which they have their nearest allies. I t  
is indeed quite easy to dismember and divide the different 
groups, tribus, families, and genera almost ad infinitum; 
but it is more difficult and, I think, more meritorious to try to 
unite them into higher units, and thus to form of all these 
apparently " disjecta membra " an organic whole--a system. 

2. With  regard to the objection made by Dr. Bertkau under 
this head (2)~ it would indeed appear as if the claim to a 
natural classification, which he sets forth, were quite reason- 
able l but in reality it is not so. It  is not the zoologist or 
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310 Prof. T. Thorell on Dr. Bertkau's 

botanist who creates the natural groups of animals or 
plants~ for these groups already exist in natur% sometimes 
sharply distinguished from each other, sometimes more or less 
closely united by means of transition-forms. The naturalist 
must take them as they ar% learn to know them and to cha- 
racterize them--that  is all. Now it is not often the cas% in 
nature, that two or more (in our classifications~ coordinated) 
groups really are of precisely the same systematic value; 
and on this circumstance depend the often so greatly varying 
opinions as to whether a given group shall be considered 
coordinate with or subordinate to another. The case is the 
same with most zoological higher groups~ as~ for instanc% 
with the zoogeographical "Regions " into which the surface 
of our globe is divided : one region is of greater value, in a 
zoo.a'eo~raphical_ _ _ . .respect- , than. the rest, and is therefore by some 
authors divided into two regions ; another region is of less value 
than the others~ and is therefore sometimes considered a mere 
Subregion, or part of another Region; and as we cannot 
change the distribution of land~ water~ &c. on the earth~ there 
is no help for this. We  need not go far to find similar 
examples in zoology. The class Arachnida is, I believe, in 
general (if we do not include the Pantopoda or Pyenogonoidse 
in this class) divided into the tbllowing orders :--Aranes% 
Pedipalpi, Scorpiones, Opiliones, Chelonethi (Pseudoseor- 
piones)~ Solifugse,. Acari~ Acanthotheca~ and. Cormopoda 
(Tardio-rad.-e~ . :Now these g. roups, ou~zht~ , ~t . would seem 
to be of the same systematm value; but tlns is far from 
being the ease; some of them may, in fae b with almost 
equal reason be regarded as subordinate to or as coordinate 
with another. Thus we see that the Pedipalpi and the 
Seorpiones are by some arachnologists united into a single 
order, of which they form two suborders ; Pedipalpi, Scor- 
piones, Opiliones~ Chelonethi~ and Solifugse are often all 
considered to form together a single order~ that of the Arthro- 
gastra. The Aeari are sometimes considered to be a subclass (as 
I~ tbr my part, think that the Cormopoda should be considered) 
of the same value as all the foregoing orders taken toge ther~  
and so on. And it is quite impossible to change this state of 
things by assigning to the groups in question new l~mits, so 
as to tbrm them into really coordinate groups, for they arc all 
so well defined in nature, so " naturals" that nobody can think 
of altering their compass. In faet~ " The works of Nature 
refuse to be crammed up into the pigeon-holes systematists 
would like to get them all into." 

I therefore think it of little use to enter upon a minute exa- 
mination~ fl'om this point of view~ of the tribus into which 
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Class~cat[on of the S1/dcJ'.¢. 31l 

Spiders are in general divided. I think these tribus are up. 
joroxhnatehj of the same systematic value, and this, if true, 
is quite sufficient. An exception may, however, be made for 
the Territelariee, which really differ from the other tribus by 
characters of" much greater importance than those which 
distinguish the other tribus from each other; they form a 
group that may~ with almost equal reason, be regarded as 
coordinate with all the other tribus taken together, as with 
each of them. Howeve U since Holmberg ~- and Bertkau 
(A~ p. 361) have shown that Catadqsasp~m~[l~s, Hentz, which 
Hentz t  classed with the Territelarim~ although this spider has 
only ovo air-saes~ cannot belong to that tribus (it belongs 
probably, as Itolmberg thinks, to Zorn or to an allied genus), 
and that t tentz 's  description and figures of the mandibles and 
maxillm of Catadysas must be erroneous, the most important 
reason for regarding the Territelarim as a group of only 
about equal value with the other tribus, and as united with 
the other spiders by transition-forms, no longer exists. 
They now show themselves to be very sharply distinguished 
flora all other spiders~ and I do not hesitate to admit that they 
may be considered a group of higher rank than the others, 
which in their turn may be united into a group of the same 
dignity. J~or these higher groups or suborders, the old La- 
treillian names Tetrapneumones and Dipneumones may be 
re-tdopted. The suborder Dipneumones, then, would consist 
of the six tribus Orbitelarim, Retitclarim, Tubitelarit% Lateri- 
gradm; Citigradse, and Saltigrad~; the: suborder Tetrapneu- 
mones~ on the contrary, consists as yet only of o~e such group, 
the "]?erritelaris% from which, howeve U the Liphistioidee might 
perhaps be separated and made the type of a separate tribus:~. 
When Bertkau says that " the family Theraphosoidm alone 
shows nearly all those diversities that have been observed within 
the Tristieta" (A~ p. 361), this is, no doubt: an exaggeration ; 
I cannot find that within the whole suborder Tetrapneumones 
there exist such widely dissimilar tbrms as, for instance, Gas- 
teracant/~a and Atttts, or Ulesanis and Plzolcus. But that the 
Theraphosid~e~ Auss., ought to be divided into severaljgmilies, 
there is no doubt whatever §. 

"Observations g propos dtt sous-ordre des Araign~es Territ61aires (Ter- 
ritelari~e), spdcialement du genre Nord-am~rieain Catadysas, Hentz, et de 
la nouvelle t, unille Mecicobothrioida,~" in Boletin de la Academia Nacional 
de Ciencias en C6rdoba (Repfiblica Argentina), iv. p. 153 (1882). , 

? "Descriptions and figures of the Araneides of the United States~' in 
Boston Journal of Natural History, vi. p. 287, 1)1. x. fig'. 16 (I850). 

:~ Corap~¢re Thorell, Studi ~ui Ragni Malesi e PapuanL IV. Ragni dell 
Indo-Malesia," in Annali del Museo Civieo di Storia Naturale di Genova, 
xxiii. (ser. 2~ iii.)~ 1886 (in the press). 

§ See Thorell, ibid. 
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312 Prof. T. Thorell on Dr. Bertkau's 

3. It  by no means rarely happens that in groups that are 
highly specialized and very rich in species no sharp limits 
can be drawn between the different lower groups into which 
they must be divided. This must especially be the ease with 
the order of the Spiders, on account of the peculiarities in the 
bodily structure of these animals, peculiarities of which we 
have spoken above (p. 306), and which make their classification 
so difficult. Even amongst the most natural coordinate 
groups we find examples of some one of them being united 
with another by "transition-forms " the systematic position of 
which must, by sad necessity, be more or less uncertain ; and 
the consequence of this is, that when we have, tbr some prac- 
tical purpose (as in my work ~ On Eur. Spid.'), to define such 
groups by means of a single or a few characters, these become 
either artificial or of subordinate weight, or even assume a nega- 
tive form. Such groups (and to them belong the tribus of the 
Dipneumones) should therefore, as has already been insisted 
upon, rightly be determined by means of a more detailed ex- 
position of the structure of their different parts, with indica- 
tions of tile exceptions from all the characters given. And it 
will then be the preponderating importance and nttmber of the 
characters by which a given form~ tbr instance a geuus, agrees 
more with the one than with the other of the groups in ques- 
tion, that decides to which of them it ought to be referred. 
In such eases the choice sometimes depends on individual 
appreciation, and the systematic place of the genus may thus 
appear to be u vacillating ; " but this cannot well be avoided, 
nor would it seem to be of much consequence. Though, 
tbr instance, the Laterigrad~e are a natural group, it is scarcely 
possible to draw a sharp limit between them and the Tubi- 
tetari~% or rather between the Heteropodoida~ (Sparassid% 
.Bertk.) and the Drassoidm. Through the Thomisoida~, the 
Laterigrad~e also approach the Epeiroida3 of the tribus Orbite- 
larim. The Lycosoidm are not only nearly allied to the Dras- 
soida~ (Zora~ for instance), but they pass (through, for instance, 
Sphedanus, Thor.) gradually and almost imperceptibly into 
the Agalenoid~% and might therefore seem to be more closely 
allied to this last-named family than to the Oxyopoid% which 
belong to the same tribus as the Lycosoida~ (Citigradee), nay, 
are even regarded by Bertkau as a mere subfamily of the 
Lyeosoidze. Epeiroid~e and Theridioi&e are held to be dif- 
ferent families even by Bertka% notwithstanding that he 
considers (A, p. 401) " the different form of the web to be the 
essential and most important character by which these two 
families may be distinguished from one another." I think 
therefore that it would scarcely be just to reject the old and 
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C}ass;Scation of the Sjoi,lers. 313 

most generally received classification on the ground of the 
imperfections of which I have now spoken. 

4. As to the de,emigrations of the different tribus, they 
are quite as appropriate as many others in constant use 
in zoology. Mammalia, Reptilia 7 Amphibia, Carnivora, 
Oseines, &c. are generally received names, notwithstanding 
that they express Moloqical characters, and although there are 
"Amphibia  " which live only in water, " Oseines" that do 
not sing, &e. The great majority of the Orbitelaria~ are 
really " round-web " spiders i almost all Retitelari~e make 
more o1" less irregular nets ; most, if not all, Citigrad~ are fast 
runners; almost all Saltigrada~ jump, &c. No reasonable 
objection can therefore be raised against the names Orbite- 
lari~ &c., unless it were neeessm\y to discard all such names 
of zoological groups as are taken fi'om biological characters, 
or that do not suit all~ but only the greater part, of the forms 
that belong to the group in question. But I do not think 
that any one will urge against such names any wholesale doom 
of condemnation. 

I have now gone through and examined the criticisms 
which Bertkau has formulated against the principal traits of 
the classification of Spiders at present most in vogue, and have 
endeavoured to confute them, in so far as they appeared to 
me unfounded. I have tried to show that the deficiencies 
which, without any doubt, are to be found in this classification, 
have in a great part their source in the difficulties inherent in 
the subject itself~ and depending on the peculiar organization 
of the Spiders, difficulties which it will therefore probably not 
be possible to conquer completely. In part these deficiencies 
may be overcome by dividing the order of Spiders into two 
suborders, ~letrapneumones and Dipneumones, and these latter 
into the six tribus Orbhelari% Retitelarlce, &c. (or into a 
greater number of tribus if this should be considered more 
convenient), as also by characterizing these groups by means 
of more detailed diagnoses, instead of by isolated characters, 
as is the case, for instance, in the modern and often useful, 

analytmal tables . In the but not equally scientific, " " " * 
details of the system, as in the limitation of the families~ 
and in assigning the right place to several among them 
whose affinities were contested or wrongly interpreted, many 
corrections have already been made by Dr. Bertkau, and 
many others may still remain to be carried out. By con- 

In his AnMytische Uebersieht der europi~ischen Spinnenfamilien 
(' Mittheilungen des naturwissenschaftlichen Vereins fiir Steiermark,' 
Jahrgang 1877), Ausserer has~ with fine tact~ omitted to try to charac- 
terize the different tribus (suborder@ 
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314 Prof. T. Thorell on Dr. Bertka~t~s 

tinuing, in this way, to build on the old ground~ it would 
seem that araehnologists might gradually draw nearer and 
nearer to the point aimed a t - - a  fully natural classification. 
This point is aimed at by all the different zoological depart- 
ments, and by Zoology as a whole ; nay, such a classification 
may be said to be the final end of this scienc% inasmuch as 
the " system 7, is~ as it were, a compendium of all that is 
known about the natural objects m question; and a fully 
natural system pi:esupposes complete knowledge of their 
natural history in its whole compass. 

Bertkau's opinion is, on the contrary~ that the present ar- 
rangement of the Order of Spiders must be abandoned~ as 
being fundamentally erroneous~ and new principles laid down 
for the classification of these animals. He says that, in 
contradistinction to former araehnologists, he has in his new 
system of classification taken into consideration all the modi- 
fications in the structure of StJiders that are known to him~ 
laying more stress on the differences iu the organs of respira- 
tion than has been in general the case~ and making use of 
characters taken fl'om the form of the web only in case of 
need {A. v. 354). The principal differenc% in this respect, 
between'tile classification proposed by Bertkau and that of 
other more recent arachnologists would~ in ihct~ seem to con- 
sist in his having, in char~tcterizing both suborders and 
families~ attributed greater importance to dii~rences in the 
inner anatomical structure than is generally the cas% taking 
into consideration~ in the first plac% the different structural fea- 
tures of the organs of respiration~ and, in the second place, the 
organs of generation. In his characterization of the.families, 
the different shape of the tubular tracheae (which are some- 
times ramified either in the form of a tree or in the form of a 
bundle, and sometimes quite simple and unramified) plays au 
important part. Now as the Arachnida may be divided into 
two great groups, accord!ng as they breathe with (tubular) 
tracheae* alone, or with air-sacs either alone or in combination 
with (tubular) trache% it might have been expected that 

* If~ as is most g.enera]l, y believed~ the lamell~e of the air-sacs are. nothin_~.o 
but modified ordinary or tubular trachem, then the Arachmda which 
breathe with these latter organs must be older than~ as they no doubt 
are inferior to~ those which breathe with air-sacs; some authors, how- 
ever~ regard these last-named Arachnids as the more original forals~ and 
as being directly descended fl'om the fossil Eurypterids~ the gills of these 
Crustaceans having been directly transformed into the air-sacs of the 
Arachnidu (the Scorpions). :How this supposed change came to pass it is 
not easy to understand; in the meantime we possess no less than four 
different hypotheses for explaining it--one proposed by MacLeod, two by 
Ray Lanke~ter, and one by Kingsley ! 
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Class~fieatlon of  the Sphlers. 315 

Bertkau, when he drew the characteristics for dividing the 
Spiders into two suborders from differences in their breathing- 
organs, would, in conformity with Dufour, have divided them 
into such as breathe only with air-sacs~ and have two pairs of 
these organs, and those in which the posterior pair of air-sacs 
is replaced by traehew, and which therefore have onlyone pair of 
air-sacs. But instead of that he has, as I have already 
stated, chosen as the chief basis for his classification the 
number of the openings through which these different organs 
of respiration communicate with the exterior, and thus di- 
vided the Spiders into the two suborders, Tetrast[cta withfour~ 
and TristPcta with tl~ree breathing-holes or spiracles. Ac- 
cordingly he has separated the Dysderoi&e from the rest of the 
Spiders that have only on e pair of air-sacs, or the Dipneumones, 
and united them with the Tetrapneumones or Territelarim 
in his suborder Tetrasticta. But this new arrangement does 
not appear to be at all a natural one ; the different number 
and position of the spiracles have not nearly the great sys- 
tematic importance that Bertkau attributes to these charac- 
ters. How m~tenabl% in fact; is the basis for his two suborders~ 
is demonstrated by the fact that t3ertkau refers to his Tri- 
stieta two genera belonging to two widely different families, 
viz. Pholcus, Walek. (A, p. 398) and Ctenium, Menge*, in 
which, according to Bertkau's own discoveries, the unpaired 
spiracle and its trache,'e are completely zoant[w] .t Consistently 
he ought to have formed for the reception of these spiders a 
separate suborder, Disticta; but he would then have been 
obliged to separate Ctenlum from the rest of his Thcridi&e, 
and to place this genus in the vicinity of Pholcust, which, of 
cours% could not be done in a "natura l  " classification. As 
to the unpaired spiracle, if no doubt corresponds to the two 
posterior spiracles in the Dysderoid~e, or, in other words, the 
two posterior sph"acles of  the D~/sderoldce are in the Trlsticta 
moved more or less 5aclcward, and are more or less intimately 
united wit]~ each other. This is proved not only by the fact that 
the unpaired spiracle is often, especially when situated further 
forward, evidently formed of two coalesced spiracles, but also 
by the traehem which debouch through this spiracle being, as 
in the Dysderoidze:~, one or two on each side, though in the 

* See ~Fhrster and] tlertkau, /=lcitr~e zur Kenntniss der Spinnen- 
fauna der P~hemprovmz~ in Verhandl. des natminst. \ erems der preus- 
sisehen Rheinlande und ~Vestfaleas, Jahrg. xl. (4 Folge, x.)~ p. 349 
Ossu). 

t Bertkau remarks (A~ p. 39S) that the tarsi of P/wlcus opitionolde8 
are subdivided into a rather tinge number of small joints ; the same had 
been shown to be the ease in Ply. pulhdus, Hentz. See Thorell, "Descript. 
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316 Prof. T. Thorell on Dr. Bertkau's 

Tristieta they often unite into a single short stem before 
entering the common spiracle. The identity of the posterior 
spiracles in the Dysderoidm and the unpaired spiracle in the 
Tristicta also explains why the u~palred spiracle is alu'.a~s 
u, antin.q in the D ysderoid~e (as well as in the Territelarim). 
The position of this spiracle when present is, as is known, very 
variable ; in general it is drawn backwards to the vicinity of 
the spinners~ but sometimes it has its place much more 
forward, nay, even in the vicinity of the rima genitalis, just  
as is the case with tile posterior spiracles in the Dysderoidm. 
That  the unpaired spiracle in the group Anyphmninm, Slm. 
(which Bertkau, on the strength of its arborescent trachem~ 
separates from the Drassoidm, making of it a separate family), 
is situated sometimes very far from the spinners, sometimes 
in their vicinity, shows clearly enough the little importance 
of the position of this spiracle. 

Bertkau himself does not always consider the position 
of the unpaired spiracle and its "tracheee to be of much 
systematic importance; he even refers to the same 9enus 
(Arcjyroneta) two species, in one of which, the A. aquatics 
(Clerck), the two stems of the trachem have their opening 
immediately behind the rims genitalis and penetrate through 
the petiolum into the cephalothorax, there dividing into a 
bundle of fine tubuli ; whereas in the other (fossil) species, A. 
antigua, v. t teyd.,  the spiracle is, according to Bertkau, 
situated in the posterior third of the abdomen, while the 
trachem do not enter the cephalothorax, but divide into a 
bundle of tubuli before reaching the petiolum*. 

Even the paired spiracles of the Tristicta, by which the air- 
sacs debouch, and which are in most cases situated near the 
base of the abdomen, may sometimes be thrust far backwards ; 
in Tetrablernma rnedioculatum, Cambr.t,  for instance, they are 
situated far behind the middle of the abdomen, and at% more- 
over, placed very near to one another. 

That the different form of the tubular tracheae does not 
always offer a reliable characteristic for distinguishing closely 
allied families, is seen by the fact that Bertkau has been 
obliged, on the ground of such differences, to separate the 
genera Thanatus and TibelIus (Metastenus, Bertk.) from the 
other Thomisoid% and to refer them to the Heteropodoidm 

See Bertkau, "F.inige Spinnen und eine Mvriopode aus der Braun- 
kohle yon Rott," in Verhandl. des naturhist. "Vereins der preusslschen 
Rheinlande und Westfalens, Jahrg. xxxv. (4 Folge, v.), pp. 357 and 358 
(1878). 

t "On some new Genera and Species of Araneidm," in Proceedings of 
the Zoological Society of London, 1873, p. 114, pl. xii. fig. 1. 
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. . . .  0 ~ ° r • (Sparasmdze), wlnch are well dtst ,n~u,shed from the Phom,- 
soidm by  the form of the parts of  the mouth (especially the tooth- 
armature of  the mandibles), the low elypeus~ &c. e Would 
it not have been better to have written, in the diagnosis of the 
" Thomisidm," " Die 4 Tracheensehl~iuche veriistelt (selten 
e infaeh) / '  instead of " D i e  4 Tracheensehlguche vergstelt~" 
quite as well as Bertka% in his diagnosis of the " Lyeosidee," 
says~ " Augen  in 3 (selten in 4) Reihen ges te l l t "  ? Or are 
the structural characters to be considered invariable only be- 
cause they are taken from internal organs ? I t  would, on the 
contrary~ seem that  within the province of the Arthropoda in 
general~ the characteristics given by  the inner structure are 
by no means more important  or more constant than those taken 
from the external parts. This  has been remarked already by 
Sundevallt~ who has strengthened his opinion with examples 
taken from the insects. And  that  also within the class 
Araehnida, both anatomical and embryological characters may  
be very different in closely related forms is seei b for instance 7 
from the fact that  within a group so compact and so little 
differentiated as the Scorpions, the first abdominal  gangl ion 
i 5 according to g a y  Lankester:~ in the family Buthoidm (An- 

* Compare Simon, "R6vision de la famille des Sparassid~," in Acres 
de la Soci6t~ Linngenne de Bordeaux, 1880. 

t ~' Svenska Spindlarnes Beskrifning," loc. oit. p. 192. 
In a treatise-with the title "On the Muscular and Endoskeletal Sys- 

tems of Limulus and Scorpio ; with some Notes on the Anatomy and 
Generic Characters of Scorpions, by E. Ray Lankester, assisted by W. B. 
S. Benham and Miss E. J. Beck • Part V. No~es on Certain Points in the 
Anatomy and Generic Characters of Scorpions, by E. R~y Lankester" 
(' Transactions of the Zoological Society of London,' xi. part 10, 1885), 
this author has proposed a new classification of the Scorpions, which cannot 
fall to cause some surprise among erachnologists. "No writer on Scor- 

of the ~,enera sab~enera, and s~ecies proposed or recognized by him ; and 
it is with the object of pointing out what are the Important pomts 1~ 
which Scorpions may vary that the present remarks are published.' 
Among the')gfteen points enumerated as important by Prof. Lankester~ 
no less th~u "eleven would, however, seem to have been duly appreciated by 
his ~redecessors; the remaining four are :-:(a) the above-named different 
disp'ositioa of the abdominal ganglia and of the great nerves of these ; 
(b) the different sculpturing or ornamentation of the lametlm of ~ne air- 
sacs; (c) the shape of the spiracula, which are oval in "~Euscorpius," 
~llt-like in " Bathus (geterometrus, Ehr.)," and circular in " J~rotheas" 
(of the shape of the spiracula in the " Androctonini " nothing is said) ; 

d the "chitinizatlon of the enital o erculum, whether in two quito 
~da~a~e ~31ates, as in Brotheas, ~0r in o~e ~ imperfectly divided plate." 
G~ieflg on the strength of the points (a) and (b) Prof. Lankester divides 
tho orcler of the Scorpions (whlch according to him form a single family) 
into two subfamilles--I. Seorpionini (=  Scorpionini + Telegoaini, Peters) 
and II. Anclroctonini (=  Androctonini + Centrurini, Peters). To hie 

A n n .  & Ma.q. N .  His t ,  Set. 5. Kol. xvii. 22 
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318 Prof.  T. Thorell  on Dr. Bertkau's 

droctonoidm) situated in the fourth abdominalsegment ,  whereas 
in other scorpions it is, on the contrary,  placed in the third of 
these s e g m e n t s ~ a  peculiari ty which in the Buthoidm neces- 
sitates a different origin, from that  in other scorpions, of the 
nerve-stems which go to the two first pairs of air-sacs ; and 
while the embryos of Pandinus afi'icanus are developed in 
separate cmca of the ovarian tubes, and are provided with a 
long apophysis~ proceeding from the mandibles, the embryos of  
J3uthus (occitanus) and of .Euscorpius are devoid of this apo- 
physis,  and perform their whole development in the interior of 
the ovary  itself*. ~ h e  case is no doubt the same, within the 
order of Spiders, with the characters derived from the form of 
the traehem and other internal organs, as with those taken 
fi'om the external parts, or which have been found in their 
habits and instincts ; in the same way  as there are Orbitclarim 
that  do not construct a web, or only an irregular one, Lyeosoidm 
with only two tarsal claws (for instance Thas*jraea), Pholeoidm 
with only six eyes (STerraophora), Theraphosoidm (Thera- 
phosinee, Auss.) with six spinnerets (Hexathele) or with only 
six eyes (Masteria), nay  even Theridioidm with only two 
spiracles (Ctenium), so there may be Thomisoidm with 
simple, nnramified trachem, Drassoidm and Theridioidm with 
a more h igh ly  developed system of trachemj &c. t  

Scorpionini only two genera belong :--1. Scorpio (with the subgenera 
JE~scorpius, Buth~s, and .Brotheas, and perhaps also Hemiscor2ion 
and Opisthop]dhalmus), and 2. Telegonus. The Androctonini tbrm 
a single genus~ An&'octo~us (with the subgenera _Prionurus and Cen- 
t~rus). It  is therefore quite natural that Prof. Lankester regards 
l%ters's classification of the Scorpions as a failure, and the genera adopted 
by him as "in most cases unnecessary, often not even justifiable as sub- 
genera." On my attempt to develop this classification he says, " Thorell 
has added a number of genera to the already superfluous list, and has 
modified Peters's classification in what appears to me to be a retrograde 
spirit" ; and~ further, "Dr. Thorellhas carried the formation of genera and 
subgenera too far." To this I will only reply, that I have never proposed 
or adopted a s~&yenus, and that I do not understand why Prof. Lankester 
has done me the honour of mentioning my name ; for as he is of course 
well acquainted with the works of all more recent authors in the field he 
treats of, he cannot be ignorant that other arachnologists~ and especially 
Simon and Karsch, have increased the number of genera tadopted by Peters 
and myself by a great many new ones~ and that these authors therefore, more 
than I, are guilty of having modified the classification of the Scorpions in 
what Prof. Lankester considers a "ret2ograde" spirit. By going a little 
further in the opposite direction~ or that now commenced by Prof. 
Lankester, one will, it is true, sooner and more easily arrive at a solution 
ue ultra of the problem how to divide the Scorpions into natural families 
and genera. 

* See, for instance, Metschnikoff, " Embryologie des Scorpions." in Zeit- 
schrift fiir wissenschaftliche Zoologie, xxi. 1870. - " 

t I may be allowed here to mention a reason against laying, in the 
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The importance in the modifications in the orga~ts of gene- 
ration also appear to me to have been somewhat overestimated 
by  Bertkau. That  in the Dysderoi&e the testes and the 
ovaries are united so as to form a ring*~ just as in the Tetra- 
pneumones, is ~ fact that shows~ in combination with certain 
other features in the organization of the Dysderoid% that 
these spiders are more allied to the Tetrapneumones than 
are the other Dipnemnones or Tristicta ; and this is also gene- 
rally admitted. But to draw from these resemblances the con* 
elusion that they are more nearly related to the Tetrapneu- 
mones than to the Tristieta is~ I think~ erroneous~ as the 
Dysderoidm agree with the Tristicta not only in the direction 
in which the claw of the mandibles moves~ and in the nmnber 
of the joints of the inferior spinners~ but also in their having 
only one pair of a i r -saes--a  character which, as I have already 
remarked, ought to have been, more particularly with Bertkau~ 
of the most essential importane% and ought to have prevented 
him from separating the Dysderoi&e t¥om the other Dipneu- 
mones and unmn~, them with the Ietrapneumones.  Tha t  the 
Dysderoidm hay% in their general habitus~ a striking resem- 
blance with many Drassoid% cannot well be denied. 

A character which~ in Dr. Bertkau 's  classifieation~ is of a 
certain importance for the limitation of thefamilies~ is taken 
from the different number (and the form) of the female's 
receTtaeula seminis, Thus the Tetragnathoida~ (Pachygna-  
thid% Bertk.) differ from the Epeiroidm and the Theridioida~ 
in having three such receptacles~ not two only (A~ p. 401), 
Their  common opening is situated~ together with the orifice of 
the oviducts~ far (more or less) behind the spiracles ; and this 

characterization of the dili~rent spider-groups, the chief stress on anatomical 
features, as this reason may to many persons seem to be of great weight, 
viz, the practical difficulties of determining~ by means of such features~ 
the systematic place of an unknown spider. And that these difficulties 
really exist, is seen~ for instance, from the fact that many of the statements 
concerning the structure of the respiratory organs &c. given by such an 
experienced anatomist as Menge are, by Bertkau~ shown to be erroneous. 
Moreover, it will, with the method in question, often be necessary to destroy 
the specimen that is to be determined, even in those cases where it belongs 
to a very rare species, or is a "unicum," and this is also a drawback of prac- 
ticeol importance. But it may be objected against these remarks, that the 
aim of a natural system is not that of ~aeiiitating the determination of 
the different species~ but of giving an expression of their real affinities ; 
and this is true--though there might perhaps be found some means of 
reconciling both these claims. At least it would seem that if an anato- 
mical feature really is of great systematic importance, there exists also 
some external feature that corresponds to it. 

* In Tegenarfa domestica also the ovaries form~ even till shortly before 
the maturity of the animal, a perfect ring (see Dahl, "Analyfisehe Bear- 
beitung~ etc.," lee. cit. p. 4). 

22* 
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320 ~Prof. T. Thorell on Dr. Bertkau's 

" vulva"  is not ehitinized, but destitute of those horny parts 
which in descriptive works is generally ealle~] eTigyne (sure, 
Menge). As this character in the" female corresponds with a 
peculiarity, in the shape of the male palpi (their tarsal joint., has 
m . . . . .  Tetragnat~a and Pachyffnatha a long movable hook j.omted 
to ats bas% whach as absent m the males of the true Epelrold~e*), 
it may be reasonable to separate the Tetragnathoi&e~ Menge~ 
with Pachy.qnatha, from the Epeiroid~e, as a separate family. 
Pachy.qnatha is, however~ on the other hand, very nearly 
related to certain spiders generally included in the genus 
Meta; this is shown, for instance, by the _Pach~j.qnatha VethN~ 
Van Hass.'f, which is not a .Pachynatha~ but a true Epeiroid. 
An unchitinized vulva is also found in all Territelarim, 
Dysderoidm~ Filistatoi&e, and Scytodoid~e, the males of which 
groups are distinguished by their simple, completely chitinized 
palpal bulbus ; but the bulbus has this same structure also in 
certain Epeiroid~e, as NepMla and Nephilengys, the females 
of which have a chitinized vulva ; and these modifications in 
the organs of copulation appear therefor% curiously enough~ 
to be of rather subordinate importance. 

As we have already seen, Bertkau divides his Tristicta into 
two great groups, Cribellata and Meromammillata, according 
as they are provided with, or destitute of, the unpaired spin- 
ning-organ called by Blackwall cribeUum,the presence of which 
is always united with that of a number of peculiarly formed 
and symmetrically disposed hairs on the metatarsi of the last 
pair of legs, forming the organ called by Blackwall the calamis- 
truth. All spiders which possess these organswere byBlackwall 
united into one family, the Ciniflonidm, and Bertkau has now 
not only gone back to Blackwall's opinion of the systematic 
value of the organs in question~ but has raised the Ciniflonidm 
or Cribellata into a group of higher rank, divided into no less 
than nine families (B, p. -337)--Zoropsididm, Miagrammopid~% 
Filistatidm, (]~cobiad% Dinopid% Uloborid~% Dictynidm, 
Eresidm, and Amaurobiadze. Now it may at first view appear 
strange that not all, or at least many~ of those arachnologists 
who have occupied themselves with the classification of the 
Spiders have maintained Blackwall's Ciniflonidm as a family~ 
or even as a group of higher rank; more especially as the 
eribellum and calamistrum are not only of importance in the 
economy of these animals~ but the cribellum, as Bertkau 
remarks (B, p. 539), "is  not an ordinary pair of spinners~ 

* See Emerton, " New England Spiders of the Family Therididm." in 
Transactions . . . .  of the Connecticut Academy, vi. pp. 297, 298 (1884).. " 

"~ Madden Sumatra, Relzen en Oadersoekingen der Sumatra Expeditie~ 
etc. iv. 11~ A. Aranem, p. 32 (1882). 
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Classy'cation of the b~iders. 321 

but an orgm~ of quite a peculiar natur% and at tile same time 
brings along with it the presence of another organ, the cala- 
mistrum." But notwithstanding this~ and though it is by no 
means difficult to ascertain the presence or absence of the 
organs in question~ the difference in this respect has not, in 
general~ been considered a character of greater value than 
those on which subfamilies and genera are founded. The 
reason appears to be not only that of two in other respects 
Closely allied species the one may possess~ the other want the 
cribellum and ealamistmm~ but also that the other parts of the 
spinning-apparatus have been found to vary most materially 
within very nearly allied groups of spiders. The number of 
the spinners may in fact vary in the most extraordinary way. 
Within the family Theraphosoidee (= ~13eraphosini, Auss.), 
which is characterized, among other things~ by having only 
96ur spinners, there is~ however, as has been said above~ one 
genus~ Itexathele~ Auss., which has six spinners; within the 
genus Storena of the family Zodarioida3 (one of the most 
natural families in the whole order) there are not only species 
with all the six spinners well developed~ but others in which 
the intermediate ones are rudimentary~ or wanting~ in one of 
the sexes alone; in some Zodarioi&e both sexes appear to be 
destitute of the intermediate spinners. In most Zodarioidm 
the inferior spinners are much longer than the superior, in 
others these ibur spinners are of about the same length; 
sometimes (not always) the two inferior ones are fixed on a 
common basal part. In the Agalenoida~ the supergor spinners 
are in general much longer than the inferior~ and their second 
joint provided with tubuli textorii along its whole underside ; 
but in some cases the superior spinners are only of the same 
length as~ or shorter than~ the inferior, and are provided with 
tubuli textorii only at the apex; sometimes (@babus) their 
second joint is rudimentary~ &e. That the spiders which are 
provided with eribellum and ealamistrum do not form a natural 
Unit is admitted even by Bertkau (A, p. 386). Nor does 
he deny that spiders belonging to the two different groups 
}ieromammillata and Cribellata may show an "outer resent- 
blanee" to each other--m,d it would indeed be difficult to 
deny that Zora is like Zoropsis~ or that Cvelotes and C~jbceus 
resemble Amaurobizts; bu b says he, u this external resemblance 
does not prove anything as to the natural affinity more than the 
habitual resemblance of the shrew to the mic% or that of the 
blind-worm or the eel to the serpents~ &c." (B~ p. 340)--ex- 
pressions which appear to me strung% to say the least. Or can 
it really be Dr. Bertkau's opinion that the presence or absence 
of a eribellum and calamistrum is of the same systematic 
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importance as the radical differences in the anatomy, and even 
in the external appearance, that exist between a fish and a 
reptile, between the eel and the serpent? To me it seems 
impossible to prove that the presence of the spinning-organs 
in question is a surer indication of affinity in those spiders 
which possess them than are most other structural features, 
anatomical or external. Rather the reverse might be supposed 
to be the case, from the fact that it is only the adult female 
and the young of both sexes of the Cribellata that are pro- 
vided with tile cribellum and calamistrum, whereas in the adult 
males these organs are rudimentary or totally wanting. The 
cause of this dissimilarity is of course this, that the adult 
males have no need of the apparatus in question~ as they do 
not construct a web. And this again appears to me to prove 
that the cribellum and calamistrum are organs that have origi- 
nally belonged to the order of Spiders in general, and have 
in the course of time been reduced and lost in a part of them, 
those namely which no longer wanted them ; and this quite 
independently of their greater or less affinity. Thus it is easy 
to understand why we find these organs still in existence in 
spiders belonging to very dissimilar groups, and also why 
they are always wanting iu those sjMders which lead a roving 
l~b and ~nake ~o webs-. The possibility of explaining, on 
this hypothesis,the presence of the cribellum and calamistrum in 
spiders which in all other particulars are widely different from 
each other has not escaped ]3ertkau. " T h e  systematic 
significance of the above-mentioned organs," says he, "might  
only be doubted in case that all spiders had possessed this 
fourth pair of spinnerets~ but had, with the exception of some 
few genera, lost them in the course of t ime" (B~ p. 339). 
But he does not show why this cannot be the cas% nor does 
he say anything more on the subject. 

For my part, then, I cannot acknowledge in ]~ertkau's 
Cribellata and ~Ieromammillata two natural or systematic 
units ; but I think that these denominations may, nevertheless~ 
be of practical utility for designating the spiders ha which the 
cribellum (and calamistrum) is present or is wanting. It  
would perhaps be better~ however, to call them (Arane~) 
Cribellatce and 5Ecribellat~.----the Cribellata possessing jointed 
spinners, or being "meromammillata ,,e quite as much as the 
other spiders. As to the families into which Bertkau has 
divided his Cribellat% some of them are no doubt so closely 
related to certain ecribellate families~ that they could well be 
united with them. But on the ground of the modern, more and 

* I suppose, in fact, that the word Meromammillata is formed of/~por~ 
part (joint), and mammilla. The term Ecribellatee is formed in analogS" 
~-ith ela2idatus , exoneratus, &o. Compare also 2~vertebraga and Vertebrata. 
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more increasing splitting up of the older families into numerous 
new groups of the same denomination, it may perhaps not be 
inappropriate to regard the presence or absence of tile eribel- 
lure and calamistrum as a character sufficient to distinguish 
families ; and it must then be admitted that all the cribellate 
families adopted byBertkau are good systematic units, though 
I~ for my part~ should prefer to unite his Dictynidve and Amau- 
robiadse in one family~ Dictynoid% these two groups being only 
distinguished by the different development of their trachese. 
Now as to the distribution~ among the generally received tribu% 
of Bertkau's nine cribellate families~ they must be referred 
partlyto the Orbitelaris% partly to the Tubitelarise ; as yet there 
is no example of a eribellate spider belonging to any of the 
other trlblls. ~ o the I llbltelarlae belon~ the Zoropseo~dse, which 
are closely allied to the Drassoidee ; the Dictynoida~ (inclusive 
of the Amaurobiadte~ Bert/z.), which are nearly related to 
the Aga!enoidse i the Eresoidse~ which~ though very peeuliar~ 
may, as Bertkau thinks, be placed in the neighbourhood of 
his Amaurobiada~ i the (Ecobioid% which appear to have 
their nearest allies in the Urocteoi&e ; and probably also the 
]?ilistatoid~% which among the Cribellatse are completely 
isolated~ and have their allies among the Eeribellats% approxi- 
mating in some respects to the Drassoi&e and the Scytodoid% 
and even to the Territelarise.~There remain to be taken into 
consideration the Dinopoid% Miagrammopoidsej and Ulobo- 
roidm. The Dinopoid% whose systematic position has been 
so contested, and which I had formerly placed in the neigh- 
bourhood of the Agalenoid% would seem~ on the strength of 
the important reasons alleged by Bertkau (B~ p. 353 et seq.)~ to 
have their nearest allies in the ~iagrammopoi&e and Ulobo- 
roidse ; as an additional reason for assigning this place to this 
family may be adduced the presence (at least in Dh~opis 
camelus~ Thor.) of so-called accessory or auxiliary tarsal 
claws~ whieh~ so far as I know~ have only been observed in 
the Orbitelarise and in part of the Retitelari~e. That the 
3Iiagrammopoidse are allied to the Ulobol'oidae is generally ad- 
mitted. It therefore only remains to show that the Uloboroida3 
should be placed in the tribus Orbitelarise ; for if this is settled, 
the two last-named families will~ of eourse~ follow along with 
them. Now it is in the first place a fact (which Bertkau~ 
however~ appears to doubt) that Uloborus is a true round-web 
spider* ;. I have myself captured both U. VKalc/cenaerii and 
U.Tlum,pes in their circular~ perfectly closed webs i and this 
fact is~ I belier% one of the strongest proofs of the artificial 

* See for instance Thorell, " Till kiinnedomen om sit/glens l~Iithras oeh 
Uloborus," in (Efversigt af K. Vetenskaps-~(kademiens F6rhandlingar~ xv. 
(.leSS), p. 19~. 
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nature of the division of the Spiders into Cribellata and 
Meromammillata. Even if we do not assign, in general, any 
great weight in the phylogeny and classification of the Spiders 
to the form of their webs, it must be admitted that it is at 
least probable that spiders that fabricate regular or so-called 
geometrical webs have a common origin and belong to one 
and the same higher group, or, in other terms, that this 
industry cannot have arisen spontaneously and independently 
in two or more different and natural higher groups. What 
Bertkau has remarked (see above p. 322) as a proof of a 
close affinity between spiders with and spiders without a 
cribellum, may, with some modification and with more 
truth, be adduced as a reason for the affinity between the 
spiders which make circular webs. Only on the supposition 
that all spiders have originally constructed such webs, but 
that most of them have in the course of time lost this talent, 
could it be admitted that spiders belonging to radically different 
groups can give their webs such an artistically finished and 
almost identical form. But for such a supposition there is no 
reasonable ground. It may be uncertain which of the actual 
spiders are most nearly related to the original ones--whether 
it be the Territelarim, or the Tubitelarim, or another group ; 
but that the first spiders were Orbitelarim, nobody will, I be- 
lieve, think possible. In the ease before us, the form of the 
web appears to me to be of such importance that it can 
scarcely be overestimated. Moreover, the typical Uloboroidm, 
i.e. the genus Uloborus~ has so many structural features in 
common with the Epeiroidm and Tetragnathoidv% that also in 
this respect there is nothing that militates against the uniting 
the Uloboroidm with these families in one and the same tribus. 
Any one who, without knowing the genus Uloborus, gcts a 
specimen of this genus in his hand will, I believe, see that he 
has before him a spider that is related to ETeira or Tetragnatha. 
Hyptiotes deviates rather strongly both from Uloborus and 
from the Epciroid~e, and demonstrates together with Miagram- 
motes and the Dinopoi&e, how materially even a natural group 
of spiders~ such as the Orbitelarim, may vary, both in its in- 
ternal and external characters and in its industry. 

From what I have here said, it will be seen that though I 
fully acknowledge Dr. Bertkau's merits in having given many 
most valuable contributions towards a more perfect classifica- 
tion of the Spiders, I cannot find that he has been successful 
in his attempt at laying down new principles for this classifica- 
tion. His chief groups, the Tetrasticta and the Tristicta, as 
also the Cribcllata and the Meromammillata, and even the 
perissonyeha and the Artionycha, appear in fact to me to be 
rather artificial than natural units~ and he has perhaps also 
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attributed too much importance to characters derived from the 
structure of some of the internal parts~ especially the trachea. 

I t  would of course be out of place to discuss here the 
value and systematic position of the different spider-families 
proposed of late years~ and still more so to make any attempt at 
a complete classification of the Spiders, with an enumera- 
tion of all the different families and their characteristics ; 
for such an attempt it is necessary to possess far richer 
materials~ collected in all parts of the world~ than are at 
my disposal. Wi th  the modifications for which we are in- 
debted to Bertkau~ and with those which I have permitted 
myself  here to lJropos% the principal traits of the classification 
which~ I think~ would answer to our present knowledge of 
this Order of animals may~ however, be seen from the follow- 
ing scheme, in which I have included as examples~ besides 
the (recent) European families, only a few exclusively exotic 
ones. 

Ordo ARANE_/E. 
Subordo I. TETI~API~EU~ONI~S. 

Tribus I. TERI~ITI~LARI2E. 
Yam. 1. Liphistioidm.. 

2. Theraphosoldm. 
3. Atypoidm*. 

&e. 

Subordo II. D i~N~v~osEs .  
Tribus II. TVmTELAm~. 

J~crlbellat~. 
Faro. 1. Dysderoidm. 

3. Palpimanoidm. 
4. Myrmeeioidm. 
5. Drassoidm. 

7. 2~rgyronetoidm. 
8. Agalenoidse. 

11. Zodarioid~e. 
12, Hersilioidm. 

14. Urocteoidm. 
&c. 

Cribellatce . 

Faro. 2. Filistatoidm. 

6. Zoropseoidm. 

9. Dictynoidze. 
10. Eresoidm. 

13. O~cobioida~. 

* The denominations Atyl?old~e , Epeiroidm, and Thomisoidm ought to 
be changed (see Thorell~ " Studi sui Ragni Malesi e Palmani. IV. Ragni 
dell' Indo-Malesi%" loc. cit.). That in the names of the families the termi- 
nation -oidce, which was used by~ for instance, Cuvier, is preferable to -idle, 
I have shown in ' Remarks on Syn.' p. 590~ as also in "Deserizione di 
aleuni Aracnidi inferiori dell' Arcipelago Malese," in Annali del l~luseo 
Civico di Storia l~at. di Genova, xviii, p. 36 (19) (1882). 
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Tribus IIL RETITELARLt~. 
Faro. 1. Seytodoidm. 

2. Pholeoid~e. 
3. Theridioidm. 

&e. 

Tribus IV. ORBITELARI2E. 

Cribellatee. 
Faro. 1. Dinopoidm. 

2. MiagTammopoidee, 
3. Uloboroidm. 

.Ecribellat~e. 
Faro. 4. Tetragnathoidm. 

5. Epeiroidm. 
6. Celmnioid~e. 
7. Cryptotheloidm. 

&c. 
Tribus Y. LATEaIGRAI)~. 
Faro. 1. ~eteropodoidm. 

2. Stephanopoidm. 
3. Thomisoidm. 

&e. 

Tribus VI. CXTIG~m. 
Faro. 1. Lycosoldm. 

2. Oxyopoid~e. 
Tribus VII. SXT.TIG~.~VZ~. 

Faro. 1. Attoid~e. 

X X I X . m N o t e s  from the St.Andrews Marine Laboratory (under 
the _Fishery Board for Scotland).--No. IV. On a Male 
Tunny (Orcynus thynnus, L.). By Prof. MqNTOS~ ~ .D. ,  
LL.D., F.R.S.,  &c. 

[Plate XI.] 

THE specimen was captured on the 16th October, 1885, by 
one of the ships of the General Steam Fishing Company of 
Granton, when trawling in the tt Fluke-hole" or Traith in the 
Forth~ offPittenwecm, in 15 fathoms, and was most courteously 
sent to the ]~{arine Laboratory and the University Museum by 
]~Ir. Scott, the manager, who states that the fish was dead 
when the trawl (which had been down about four hours) was 
brought on board. A powerful fish like this would probably 
make desperate efforts in the net; yet the stout fins, though 
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